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overview

from her studies at iéseg to setting
up “bilan de sens©” assessment method,
there was only one career route for
mathilde forget thanks to her passion
for listening to others and helping them.

the caravan rolls on
Why stop now while everything is going so
well? The IÉSEG Network Caravan is continuing
on its travels to meet alumni in 2020. This year,
there will be coaching sessions - including
a new one, CliftonStrengths® Coaching - and
workshops on Neuro-Linguistic Programming
(NLP) for alumni in Barcelona, Luxembourg,
London and Brussels. Don’t miss out on two
great opportunities!

Read her story page 11

@ More information and dates:
e.toucas@ieseg.fr

raise a glass at bapbap?
Have you heard of BAPBAP? (Brassées À Paris,
Bues À Paris!). On February 20, the answer will
be ‘Yes’ thanks to IÉSEG Network! It’s organising a meet-up in the heart of Paris at this
unique venue dedicated to preparing, producing
and tasting 100% local and craft beers. This
exceptional evening features a guided tour to
find out how the beers are concocted, an introduction to ‘beerology’ and a chance to socialise
in the taproom with a tasting session to suit
all palates. Definitely a date for your calendar
to kick off the year!

@ More information: a.lamonaca@ieseg.fr

may the best win!
Could you be the IÉSEG Entrepreneur of 2020?
For the fifth consecutive year, the IÉSEG incubator, IÉSEG and IÉSEG Network are running
this competition for students, graduates and
employees. Do you have an unusual business
project? An idea that will revolutionise
the way we live? Tell us about it and take
your chance! Apart from the prizes on offer,
this competition is a great way to test out
your project with professionals in the sector.
There is an €8,000 grant (Entrepreneur Prize)
for the winners or a €3,000 sponsorship
(Jury’s Favourite Prize), to get your business off
to the best start. Winners will be announced
on March 17 at IÉSEG after a conference on
entrepreneurship. The awards ceremony will
be followed by a networking cocktail party.
Hurry: registrations are open until February 7!

@ More information:
www.ieseg-network.com/news/236852

Last April, the 40 participants of the first
IÉSEG Golf Cup were unanimous saying
the contest had to become an annual event!
Its organisers ( IÉSEG Conseil and IÉSEG
Network) have heeded the call and a second
Golf Cup is taking place on April 4. Students,
graduates and partners of the School are
invited for an initiation into the game or
a tournament depending on their level.
We are expecting even more participants
than last year! This unmissable event will
be followed by a cocktail party.

@ More information: l.noel@ieseg.fr
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teing off for a second year
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there’s passion in the air…
At first we thought it was just one of those passing
fads, but we soon realised that the quest for
meaning that now drives the career choices of many
graduates is a real social phenomenon. And this
is confirmed by an increasing number of requests
for support from our IÉSEG Network Career
Manager, by the way!
More and more of us are questioning the meaning of
what we do for a living and what we bring to society.
Some go even further by making a personal passion
the driving force in their professional life whether
immediately after graduation or after retraining.
This was the case for the people interviewed in this
latest issue of IÉS! From Gus Illusionist who packs
audiences into the Palais des Glaces every evening,
to Claire who opened a biscuit factory in Paris,
Olivier and his wine estate, or Xavier who cycled
12,000km across Asia on a tandem. They tell us
about their lightbulb moments and describe
their daily lives, with clarity and insight.
How did they take their “big leap”? How did their
training at IÉSEG help them? What’s their advice
for an exciting career? There’s no doubt they will
inspire you in your own quest for meaning and
will make you want to follow in their footsteps.
Don’t hesitate to get in touch with them to continue
the conversation... then it's over to you!
Laëtitia Dugrain Noël - IÉSEG Network Director
(Grande École 2008)
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Mathilde Forget gives us her opinion.
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Xavier Guignard found meaning in
his professional life… by getting
on his bike (interview p9).

Credit: Asie Cyclette
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what’s new?

With its project to renovate and extend the Lille campus
(the buildings in rue de la Digue), IÉSEG is entering a
new era and creating a campus of international standing,
capable of offering its students and employees a unique,
inter-cultural learning experience.
And there’s good news: the structural work (the concrete, metal
frame, etc.) is now completed for the first phase of the new
building! Work on the roof, walls, etc. is scheduled to last until
September 2020 - the date set for moving into these brand new
premises. Building A is also undergoing complete renovation with
an emphasis on sustainability. The School, which is strongly com-

Credit: IÉSEG

a summer programme to inspire you

Credit: IÉSEG

building for a sustainable future

Long feared, zero is now at the forefront of all thoughts,
trends and strategies. It is also the theme chosen for
the fifth IÉSEG Summer University!
To understand this new business phenomenon and the challenges
it poses and impact it has on day-to-day life, come and join
the debate and put your questions to professionals and experts,
on June 18 from 9:30 am to 5:30 pm at our Paris campus. The
programme comprises a plenary conference, round table talks
and workshops. We are counting on your participation for a day
of sharing views, discussion and fun!
@ More information and registration: v.boistard@ieseg.fr

mitted to a CSR approach, has chosen to work with TECHNICAL
and WICONA for the multiple glass walls of the “IÉSEG Village”.
These two companies are pioneers in reducing their carbon

join the movement

footprint. And IÉSEG is going even further with screen-printed
glass to reinforce the insulation, a green roof, heating powered
by the urban heat network and a rainwater recovery system. It is a
great way of leading by example and getting the IÉSEG community
involved in caring for the environment on a daily basis. Would you
like to see behind the scenes of this project? The IÉSEG Network
Real Estate club is delighted to invite you to a preview visit on
Credit: IÉSEG

June 11 at 6:30 pm Please note, places are limited.
@ Info: p.buisine@ieseg.fr - Registration: www.ieseg-network.com

brand new masters degree
From the start of the next academic year, IÉSEG will offer
a new Masters programme in "Financial Institutions: Risk,
Compliance & Data Analytics". On offer to students who
have already completed three years of study in management
and finance, it will have places for around 40 students at
the Paris La Défense campus. The programme will be of real
benefit to those who want to study the banking, insurance
and wealth management sectors and understand the
place of risk and compliance in these different disciplines.
Taught entirely by lecturers who are also carrying out
research, and professionals in the field, this combined course
is in addition to the five Masters degrees already offered
by the IÉSEG Grande École Programme on its two campuses.
@ More information: j.desrumaux@ieseg.fr

Leading by example to kickstart a bigger movement:
that was the idea behind an initiative launched by IÉSEG
last November with operation "Plastic Free" on the Lille
and Paris campuses. And that was just the start!
The objective was to reduce the use of single-use plastic cups
by distributing stainless steel drinking bottles to students and
employees. For its part, the IÉSEG community has committed to
reducing its ecological footprint by reducing the use of single-use
plastics and by reusing or recycling the ones it does use. This great
initiative is the result of the Big Idea Challenge, launched in early
2019 as part of CSR day (see IÉS! N° 4). Through this competition,
IÉSEG students and employees were invited to submit ideas for
sustainable projects to be implemented on our campuses. Join us
on March 3 for the third such day dedicated to Corporate Social
Responsibility and sustainable development, with workshops,
inspiring conferences... and new initiatives.
@More information: m.castillo@ieseg.fr
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what’s new?

much more than a sponsor
IÉSEG is delighted to announce its Grande École Programme will be
sponsored by the ACCOR Group! This is a great way to move forward
with a partnership established several years ago.
Shared values with our School
ACCOR, a French multinational hotel group with 280,000 employees, shares
many common values with our School. Throughout the year, the Group takes part
in events dedicated to students and alumni: corporate talks, recruitment sessions,
career forums, company visits, etc. To bring a year full of partnerships and sharing
to a close, Laurent Picheral, Group Chief Transformation Officer, will be a guest
of honour at the graduation ceremony on Saturday, May 16 at La Défense.

Opportunities for our community

Credit: IÉSEG

“Being the sponsor of the IÉSEG 2020 graduate year class means a lot to me
and to the ACCOR Group,” said Mr Picheral. “IÉSEG is a real source of high-potential
individuals and positive energy just waiting to find expression in all of our
‘augmented hospitality’ jobs. It is a real pleasure to spend time with the students
and support those who want to get involved in innovative projects. We will be on
hand throughout the year at masterclasses, presentations and regular discussions
and the students will have the opportunity to challenge their creativity during
a hackathon. We look forward to working with them and to seeing them use
and develop their business skills as well as their interpersonal skills.” With ACCOR
Group opening a new establishment every two days, there are plenty of opportunities
for our community!
@ More information: s.guerin@ieseg.fr

Credit: IÉSEG

apprenticeship tax: support our plans for the future

This year, the apprenticeship tax is
changing! You can now pay 13%
to IÉSEG. This option is only available
via direct payments to the School and
must be made before May 31, 2020.
The graphic opposite will help you
understand the point of this reform.
In the context of this reform, the School
needs your support more than ever to
promote its development through training
students and in partnership with businesses:
- An innovative, flexible and evolving way
of teaching based on the acquisition of skills.
- Teaching CSR in the company through
educational projects.
- Commitment to academic and applied
research for ever more relevant teaching.
- A unique student experience full of different interactions with the business world.
And much more besides...
We are counting on you!
@ More information: v.boistard@ieseg.fr
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an entrepreneur speaks

Claire has moved
from offices to ovens!

claire moire
career change takes the biscuit
Every year, graduates of the Grandes Écoles leave highly-paid, comfortable positions to work in artisan trades. It is no longer
a rarity to meet butchers, chefs or bakers with Masters degrees. Claire Moire (Grande École 2009) went down this route
a few years ago. Now running Les Biscuits de Claire et Julie, she looks back on this change of direction with relish.
tell us about your career path...

sum up les biscuits de claire et julie in a few words...

I have always been passionate about cooking. As a teenager, I devoured
books and magazines on the subject. Like many people, I put my dreams
aside for a few years to choose what was considered to be a realistic and
serious route and studies. After graduating, I worked in the field of budget
management consultancy and management control (at Aubay, Axa France
Services, Linvosges, etc.). When I experienced a burn-out in 2014, it was
an opportunity to ask myself some honest questions about what I really
wanted to do professionally. This event catapulted me towards a new life…

Since 2017, we’ve been making artisanal biscuits, cookies, etc. Everything

what did it trigger in you?
I allowed myself to do what I had always wanted to do: making things with
my hands and having fun with cooking. I was sure that this was the right
decision and certain that it would give a sense of purpose to my professional
life. I was lucky to be supported in this new venture by IÉSEG Network
(MBTI, Strong), then I passed my professional exams in cooking and
patisserie, before taking my first steps in catering and events. I loved
having an opportunity to start from scratch! After a few months, I wanted
to do more: to set up and
create a business on a human
scale. In the end, the hardest
part was daring to go for it and
being prepared to work more
to earn less. But I knew it was
the right time. I can’t explain
it, it was just a feeling I had.

“before making the switch
to the artisan trades,
the watchword is honesty.
you have to be aware
of the long road ahead…”.
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is homemade in our workshop and boutique in the 14th arrondissement
of Paris. We have a mixed clientele: individuals in shops, events (company
stands, Christmas markets, etc.) and catering professionals. In two years,
I am proud to have attracted and retained a lot of gourmet customers.
In 2020, I hope to grow the business even more by launching online sales
and by diversifying what’s on offer (to include gifts and corporate events).
This will involve hiring new staff. Watch this space!

what advice would you give to those wanting
to make the switch to artisan trades?
I think the watchword is honesty - you have to be honest with yourself
to start with. You have to be aware of the long road ahead: the days are
long, you don’t get much time to yourself and the hourly wage is far from
what you would expect after a Masters degree. You also have to be on top
of everything (marketing, accounting, communication, negotiation with
suppliers, etc.): my IÉSEG training was definitely an asset in this respect.
In short, you have to think about the true meaning of your project, know
what you're doing it for... and also be slightly mad! If this is the case,
go ahead and don’t hesitate to get in touch with me...

@ More information: lesbiscuitsdeclaireetjulie@gmail.com
https://www.biscuitsclaireetjulie.com

Credit: Mas Combarèla - Marc Médevielle

flash-back

Mas Combarèla's customers
are unanimous: Olivier Faucon's
estate deserves full marks!

olivier faucon
a corker of a project…
As he approaches his 40th birthday, and after 15 years in marketing, Olivier Faucon (Grande École 1996) has changed direction
completely to turn his dream - of making a living out of his passion for wine - into a reality. He went back to school in Burgundy
for three years of training with the best winegrowers, and in 2016 his efforts paid off when he set up his Mas Combarèla estate.
He looks back on a career path with a difference that’s taken him on an exciting adventure... to enjoy without moderation!
why did you
choose iéseg after
the baccalaureate?

what is your
best memory of
studying there?

I wanted to go to a business school after my baccalaureate. I was attracted
by IÉSEG’s reputation
and impressed when
I met its students at
open days. On reflection,
I can honestly say I made
the right choice because
I met my partner there
and lifelong friends who
I continue to see regularly.
From a professional point
of view, the School taught
me how to learn and how
to adapt to all situations.
I liked IÉSEG so much
that I had to tell my
father that I was going
to do my second year
again...

I have so many and
they are mainly linked
to student and community
life. In particular, I was
one of the founders of the
Action video association.
Another memorable
experience is that I was
one of the first students
to go on an internship
to China - four months full
of unforgettable anecdotes
and enriching encounters.
My love of Asia guided
my professional life and
I returned two years later
to Taipei to work for
Sofres and then to
Shanghai to work for
JCDecaux, before managing the European marketing of the Haier group.

already hitting the big time
Mas Combarèla, an artisan
wine estate born from a
passion for wine, was founded
by Olivier Faucon in 2016.
Olivier has opted for organic
viticulture with low yields to
produce regional wines with
the accent on pleasure and
elegance. Local grape varieties
are used in a range that
explores their identity while
bringing the character of the
Larzac terroirs to the fore.
In just three years, Mas
Combarèla has already made
a name for itself in a world
renowned for its high standards:
its wines are now distributed
on three continents and
served in some of the finest
restaurants, including
Michelin starred ones.

how did your passion
for wine come about?

what links have you
kept with iéseg today?

It happened gradually
through visiting estates
and wine shows. I love
comic books and I read
a lot of them about the
world of wine. The lightbulb moment for me was
when I discovered Etienne
Davodeau’s Les Ignorants,
the story of Richard Leroy,
a Parisian banker who
gave up everything
to become a winemaker
in the Loire. I followed his
example: I went back to
school to learn viticulture
and oenology in Burgundy,
I trained with winemakers
and I produced my first
vintage three years ago.

I have lots of contacts
among graduates who
were there around the
same time as me. Some
have come to help me in
the vineyard, while others
from all over the world
have invested in my
project. It is a great
pleasure to meet the
IÉSEG community at
winegrowers' fairs and
I am particularly impressed
by the way the School
has developed. I take
a great interest in the
career paths of alumni,
especially if they’ve done
something a bit different.
I wonder why!

@ More information: olivier.faucon@gmail.com
www.mas-combarela.com
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international

Five years after an internship
at Impact Hub Phnom Penh,
Mélanie is now the co-director!

mélanie mossard
sowing the seeds of change
Mélanie Mossard’s story has its roots in a conviction: that with the right support, every citizen can help change the world
and the daily life of their community. Mélanie (Grande École 2017) tells us about the power - and the impact - of a passion
she continues to nurture every day at Impact Hub Phnom Penh in Cambodia.

Career path

While taking a year
off in Cambodia, to work
at Impact Hub Phnom
Penh, Mélanie Mossard
fell in love with this
social start-ups incubator.
Five years later, she now
holds the position of
Venture Support Director! In her spare time,
she acts as a mentor to
the founder of the first
incubator in Bhutan and
supports the organisers
of Jagriti Yatra - a 15-day
train journey through
India for 400 young
people determined to
transform the country...
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how did you find out about social entrepreneurship?

what is the impact hub and what attracted you to the idea?

My interest was sparked when I read A la Rencontre des Entrepreneurs qui Changent le Monde (Meet the Entrepreneurs who
Change the World) by Matthieu Dardaillon. I then joined the
Enactus community which promotes social entrepreneurship
and took part in the CRÉENSO module (the National Prize
for the Creator of a Social Enterprise) at IÉSEG. A few months
later, a TEDx video by Bunker Roy (the Indian teacher and founder of Barefoot College) made me realise that there are other
ways to learn and teach. This inspired me to try my luck in the
“VISION 2025: Imagine Your Dream School” competition and
submit a collaborative and entrepreneurial project based on
interactions between different ecosystems.

Impact Hub is one of the leading global networks dedicated
to setting up entrepreneurial communities that have a widereaching impact. It brings together innovators, entrepreneurs
and dreamers who create tangible solutions to the world's most
pressing problems. I loved the concept so I applied to Impact
Hub around the world. Alberto Cremonesi and Laura Smitheman,
the founders of Impact Hub Phnom Penh, Cambodia, were the
first to reply. In 2015, aged 22, I turned up there as an intern.

you won first prize with your team.
did this victory open doors for you?
Absolutely! We had the opportunity to go to India to visit Barefoot
College, Bunker Roy's school. This is a fascinating place that
trains illiterate grandmothers to become solar engineers in six
months. They then return to their villages to install electricity.
Meeting these "Solar Mums" was another lightbulb moment
which made me understand this quote from Margaret Mead:
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.”
A few weeks later, a friend introduced me to the Impact Hub...

how easy was it to settle in to this
country you knew nothing about?
I literally fell in love with Cambodia. The welcome from the locals
was incredible and it only took me six months of intensive Khmer
lessons and a huge, sincere smile to feel adopted. Cambodia is
a small country compared to its neighbours and that's what I like.
Even in the capital, I meet people I know every day. Here, there
is everything still to do and young people are the driving force of
the country. They are in charge and we are proud to support them.

this internship took you much further than expected...
Indeed ! It allowed me to find myself and prove myself in an
enthusiastic team. Working in this team has helped me discover
a capacity for bringing people together. I was asked to become
a Community Builder to put start-ups in contact with those who

international

xavier guignard: the most
wonderful adventure

what is your mission now?
Our ambition is to create a community
of people who think differently and
want to have an impact locally. To do
this, we support start-ups from the outset
and guide them through the setting-up
process: understanding the causes close
to their hearts, the problem they want to
solve, preparing a prototype and finding
their first customers and also searching
out strategic partnerships and keeping
regular contact with government ministries
to get things done. We have already
supported 600 people in 202 projects.
I am fascinated by the courage and
perseverance of these innovators (whose
average age is 24) in whom we have
sown this entrepreneurial seed. They
have had no hesitation in stepping out
of their comfort zone and becoming
pioneers in their field.

Mélanie profoundly
believes that unity is strength
and proves it every day!

The best memory always comes at
the end of our incubation programmes:
smiles, energy and emotion. I am so proud
to see how the participants have gained
in self-confidence and are ready to start
their project. Of course, in Cambodia, not
everything is perfect. It is the first time
that I have seen the real effects of climate
change: the dry season is increasingly
drier, deforestation endangers the fauna
and flora of the country and Phnom Penh
is starting to drown in plastic. This makes
me feel sad and helpless.

Credit: Asie Cyclette

will help them develop. I had the
opportunity to set up an incubator
programme dedicated to social enterprises, to become a public speaker and
acilitator at international conferences,
to share my experience and the lessons
learned from building an ecosystem of
start-ups in Cambodia. When the co-founders of Impact Hub Phnom Penh decided
to return to Europe a year and a half ago,
they offered my colleague and I the chance
to become co-directors! I didn’t hesitate
for a single second...

what is your best memory
of your five years in cambodia?

More and more of our graduates want to find
meaning in their professional life. Xavier Guignard
(Grande École 2012) did it... by getting on his
bike. Have you thought of following his example?

what advice would you give
for turning your passion into a job?

how did your professional life begin?

We spend 80,000 hours of our lives
working. We might as well do something
we enjoy! I would urge all graduates
to take risks, follow their passions and
explore the concept of Ikigai, a Japanese
word which means raison d'être and
which lies at the crossroads of four
essential questions: What do you like?
What are you good at? What can you get
paid to do? What does the world need?
Finding the answer to these questions
creates an incredible feeling. Don’t just
put your trust in fate and wait for an offer
to appear. Go out and meet employees,
ask them how they got their position,
offer your services as a volunteer to
develop your skills and your network.
Don’t be disheartened if you don’t have
passion because you can stumble on one
by chance. Finally, don't just choose a
job because it sounds exciting. Choose an
incredible boss and colleagues: they will
help you grow and allow you to discover
who you really are.

I graduated in 2012 and joined a communication agency
for Bordeaux wine. I found the job intellectually challenging, but I quickly felt that something was missing.
At the same time, my wife Caroline and I began a project
which combined adventure and humanitarianism.
Over the months, it has taken over my professional life...

@ More information:
melanie.mossard@impacthub.net

It was a revelation: I was struck by the power of education and all those little streams that make up big rivers.
As always, my wife was right: the greatest adventure is a
human adventure! The company I worked for before I left
offered to take me back, but I was given the opportunity
to join the Enfants du Mékong! Two factors made me
hesitate: the pay, which is far lower than in the private
sector, and having to live in Paris. Fortunately, this year
made me realise that there is no link between the size
of your salary and your happiness. For the past five years,
I have been responsible for sponsorship within the association and I have been lucky to be able to develop in a
healthy working environment, with colleagues who are
looking out for others. In my old job, if I worked well, the
consumption of alcohol increased. Today, if I do a good
job, more children go to school. The only area where
we need to be vigilant is getting the right balance with
family life: by being passionate, we spend a lot of time
at work, especially in the voluntary sector (with many
events taking place in the evening and at weekends).
The main thing is to get the balance right, to take
"the middle path”, as the Buddhists say...

how would you explain it?
I’ve always loved adventure and I’ve dreamed of travelling
since I was a teenager after reading some of the great
travel writers. It was my wife who spurred me on: she
was already involved in voluntary work and she helped
me understand that you need to give meaning to your
actions. What is the point of pedalling, visiting and travelling, if it doesn’t benefit others? We got involved with
the Enfants du Mékong charity which sponsors 22,000
children in Southeast Asia and helps them to go to school
and learn a trade. We were deeply impressed by their
professionalism and the way they listen, and we set up
the Asia Cyclette project with them to create a link between French schoolchildren and sponsored children in
Asia. It involved a year on a tandem (from 2014 to 2015)
cycling 12,000km and making more than 100 videos!

how did this year change your life?

Credit: Kosoma Kim

“in cambodia, everything
is still to do and young
people are the driving
force of the country. they
are in charge and we are
proud to support them”.

@ More information: asiecyclette@gmail.com
www.enfantsdumekong.com www.asiecyclette.weebly.com
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24h with...

augustin petit
holding all the right cards
In his white shirt, blue braces and wooden bow tie, a deck of cards in his hand and blessed with extraordinary dexterity,
Augustin Petit (Grande École 2012) is going on tour with a magic show that will blow the minds of even the most rational
onlooker, four years after bursting onto our TV screens in "La France a un incroyable talent”. We profile a magician - better
known by the name of Gus Illusionnist - who cheerfully turns the rules of magic on their head.

talent and
a lot of hard work
An internship in Hong Kong and
a DVD of magic tricks loaned
by a friend: it was a stroke of
luck that Gus discovered magic
in 2009, at the age of 20. Two
years later, another international exchange took him to Copenhagen, where it didn't take
him long to become a magician
at Det Ny Teater (the New
Theatre) in the Danish capital,
while working on his master's
in Sales Management at IÉSEG.
His dexterity and the power
of the small screen did the rest:
a finalist in La France a un
Incroyable Talent in 2015, Gus
was thrown in at the deep end
with his first show in Montreal
as part of the Juste pour Rire
festival. In 2017, French TV
presenter Arthur spotted him
and created the "Diversion"
team on TF1. Its relaxed magic
and comedy were all the rage!
But Gus has not just developed
as a solo act: since 2017 he
has been a member of the
troupe The Illusionists 2.0,
which brings together seven
of the most gifted magicians
on the international scene.
He is undoubtedly one of those
magicians who are reinventing
the age-old art of magic for today’s audiences… and he always
does it with a smile.
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9AM

are all looking in the same direction
and doing another in front of cameras

In the middle of a tour, the weeks are
long: in December alone, I performed
my show 27 times... Add publicity and
charity evenings to that and there’s
not much time to rest. To conserve the
energy I need to be on stage, I start my
day around 9 am dealing with the small,
everyday details: emails, practical
questions, logistics, organisation, etc.

10AM
Three times a week, I take acting
lessons to focus on my long-term
career. I will always do stage shows,
but that doesn’t stop me from thinking
about other forms of expression:
a series, a comedy, etc. And when I get
an idea in my head, you can’t stop me.
When I started out doing close-up
magic in restaurants in Copenhagen,
I had a series of setbacks before
getting a spot at Det Ny Teater
(the New Theatre) in the city. Initially,
I had to spend half my time doing

that film you from all angles is not the
This is where practical details are
show to incorporate a particular scene.
Magic is a painstaking profession: for

6PM

the sleight of hand to be fluid, there is

When I am performing in a place

always something to work on or refine.

I know, I arrive at the theatre a good
two hours before the start of the

2PM

show to prepare and get everything
ready. At 8 pm, I come on stage and

I spend part of my afternoons in my

that's where the magic happens.

bubble, rehearsing. Wanting to get

It’s one of the few places where we

it just right and concentration are

live in the moment, without thinking

essential when it comes to conjuring.

about what happened yesterday or

Discovering magic far from here in

what awaits us tomorrow.

Hong Kong is undoubtedly what helped
me get to this point, by the way. Online
restrictions meant that it was difficult
to access the hundreds of possibilities
you can find here, which helped focus
my mind. I spent time rehearsing the
same exercises over and over again.

4PM

magic and the other half waiting on

On tour, I spend time on publicity.

tables. Suffice to say that I didn’t carry

On a stage, you have to do what works

a lot of plates ...

best. It’s a lot of pressure for tricks
that I usually only perform once (for

midday

same thing at all.

arranged, for example how to adapt the

example in Vendredi Tout Est Permis)
and under specific conditions, because

Lunch is often an opportunity to talk

I don’t control everything. Doing a

to producers or with my managers.

card trick in front of spectators who

10PM
Once the show is over, I take the
time to chat to the audience before
going to dinner with the team. It’s an
opportunity to go over the details and
make adjustments. I rarely go to bed
before 1am, while the adrenaline wears
off... Nothing can compare with the
joy of being on stage: when the curtain
goes up, I am always a spectator of my
own happiness. Even when I’m feeling
tired, it’s still a pleasure.

@ More information:
www.gusillusionniste.com

Credit: Mathilde Forget

focus on careers

With Bilan de Sens©, Mathilde
has turned her passion into a career:
Listen to others and helping them.

mathilde forget
giving meaning to retraining
When Mathilde Forget (Grande École 2007) was at high school, she loved to listen to her friends and give them
advice. Years later at IÉSEG, a coaching conference entitled “l’athlète d’entreprise” (The Corporate Athlete) literally
changed the course of her life. Her mind was made up: she would help others find their place and find meaning
in the professional world. It is this passion that has shaped her career and which she turned into a coaching
method by creating Bilan de Sens©. Are you thinking of retraining? Her story should fascinate you!

Career path

After becoming a
product manager in
Hong Kong straight
after she graduated,
Mathilde soon realised
she needed to work
with people. After
several jobs in the field
(headhunter, HR manager at Altima, etc), she
launched herself as a
life coach by creating
Bilan de Sens©.
In 2018, she added
another string to her
bow by becoming a
TV pundit on a daily TV
show as a life coaching
expert. A year later, she
joined a headhunting
and outplacement
company.

the younger generation is searching
for meaning in their professional life more
than ever before. how do you explain this phenomenon?

making a living from your passion - especially through
entrepreneurship - is often seen as the best way of finding
meaning in your professional life. what do you think?

Our grandparents had to rebuild the country after the War,
our parents took part in economic development to improve
their living conditions... Today, priorities have changed.
We are all aware of the issues and problems of modern society,
but also the limitations and disappointments of the working
world. Generations X and Y see this and say to themselves
“What’s the point?” And we can add as a sixth level to the
Maslow Pyramid, the need for meaning.

Wanting to make a living from something you love doing adds
a financial pressure which can sometimes spoil the enjoyment.
You also have to choose what you do based on the reality of the
marketplace, but most importantly you need an entrepreneurial
spirit. Beware of just using it as a strategy for escaping the rat
race! Be honest and realistic with yourself and make sure you
are supported in the process. If you really want to do it, I have
one piece of advice: be clear and concise about your concept
and don’t try to do everything, otherwise you will be less easily
identified and recommended (remember Jacques Angot's lessons!).

in this context, what is your role as a coach
and what do the people you support expect?
Most people seek coaching because they want to retrain,
without necessarily knowing in which area. After a busy career,
they feel empty and want to be useful. They often feel guilty,
saying: “I have everything I need to be happy, so why do I feel
bad?” They want to think outside the box, find a balance between
their personal and professional life, and sometimes to feel they
have a role in finding solutions for the future. My most important
job is to reassure them and help define what is meaningful
for them. Thanks to Bilan de Sens© - an alternative to a skills
assessment - we translate this into a career and life plan
specially tailored for them, with a single aim: that they
won’t have any regrets a few years from now...

how can you best make a living
from your passion... without pressure?
Many of us have put our passion aside due to lack of time,
because too often we think of it as another obligation to be
squeezed into our packed schedule. See it as fun, take some
time out and remember that it can often be more than just
a hobby. For me, it was about listening to and helping others.
Finally, I urge everyone to make their work life exciting!
Sparkling with creativity, mutual support and smiles...
working towards making the world a better place.

@ More information: happy@mathilde-forget.com
www.mathilde-forget.com
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analysis

tiphaine mayolle
a passion for
entrepreneurship
You have to wonder whether there are more than 24 hours in a day for
Tiphaine Mayolle-Barthel (Grande École 2014): mother of two and founder
of the start-up Une Vie de Famille, she supports companies in the implementation of their family policy and also budding entrepreneurs in the
IÉSEG incubator. It’s a busy life, and one guided by finding the right balance
between personal and professional commitments, but also by a certainty:
no-one is born an entrepreneur, it is something you become.

It developed throughout my education
and through people I met, but I really
embarked on the adventure during my
fifth year at IÉSEG, firstly by being selfemployed and then by setting up Une
Vie de Famille as soon as I graduated.
On a personal level, I got married and
became a mum and experienced the
challenges of parenting and juggling lives.

how did this revelation influence
the development of your business?
Entrepreneurs often start out with an idea
in their head, which they adapt according
to their experience in the field, the needs
and constraints of the market, but also
their personal aspirations. Since it was set up
four years ago, Une Vie de Famille’s mission
has evolved considerably: it began life as a
childcare site putting parents in touch with
early childhood professionals. After that its
services focused on companies by enabling
them to support parenthood. Now, I am
refocusing on business consultancy in
terms of parenting and life balance, two
major issues for society. The business world
is aware of the challenges posed by these
themes and needs more support than
ever in implementing family policy.

at the same time, you are involved in the
iéseg incubator. what does it aim to do?
My company was one of the first two startups ‘incubated’ at IÉSEG, so I can testify

“i firmly believe that we
all have a vocation, a role
to play in society. so let’s
dare to take full control of
our lives and our careers”.
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to its usefulness! As someone who
is passionate about entrepreneurship, it
was only natural I should suggest helping
to develop the incubator. Set up in 2015,
its purpose is to support students, alumni
or School staff in setting up and growing
their businesses. I am responsible for
developing it on the Paris campus. My
counterpart Abraham Thomas takes care
of the Lille campus and Jacques Angot,
professor and coach in entrepreneurship,
manages the incubator on both campuses.

what help do you give
to project managers?
We have developed three programmes:
SPARK (for project managers), START
(for entrepreneurs in the early stages) and
SCALE (for seasoned business developers).
The incubator is part of the IÉSEG executive programme and works hand-in-hand
with the other organisations in the
school: IÉSEG Network, the Corporate
Relations Department, the academic staff
and the communication department, etc.
In March, we are organising the "IÉSEG
Entrepreneur of the Year" competition in
partnership with IÉSEG Network (see p.2).
Two entrepreneurs will win a prize of
an €8,000 subsidy funded by la Caisse
d’Épargne Hauts-de-France and another
will get a €3,000 subsidy funded by
IÉSEG Network. For more information on
the incubator and its support programmes,
go to incubateur.ieseg.fr or contact the
incubator team at incubateur@ieseg.fr.

entrepreneurship has never been
so popular, especially among younger
people. how do you explain this?
Some are embarking on a wonderful
adventure, developing an idea or creating
a new market. Others do it to escape the
salaried workforce which suffers from

Credit: Barbara Grossmann

when did your passion
for entrepreneurship begin?

There’s no right age to become an entrepreneur: the incubator
supports students, alumni and IÉSEG employees alike.

Credit: IÉSEG

analysis

a somewhat “old-school” image: rigidity, lack of flexibility, old-style management, loss of meaning, boredom (bore-out) or, the opposite, too much
pressure that leads to burn-outs. In my opinion, individuals - and not only
the younger generation - need more than ever to find meaning at work, to
feel useful and to contribute to a cause close to their hearts. This is evident
in the application by entrepreneurs for the incubator: many projects today
focus on sustainable development and more responsible and ecological
modes of consumption and production. This was less the case four years ago.

many entrepreneurs want to take something they love
and turn it into a business. do you think this is a good idea?
Who hasn’t dreamed of making a living from their passion? It can be
a good starting point, but being passionate is not enough: you have to
confront the reality on the ground. The company must match its market
and make a profit to be viable. We can also be passionate about entrepreneurship! Apart from that, there are certain character traits which I think
are essential: resilience, perseverance, precision in implementation, the
ability to question and unite people around a project. One of my mentors
once said to me: “Entrepreneurship is about relationships.” The more years

Career path

Mother-of-two Tiphaine
Mayolle, a 2014 graduate,
founder of Une Vie de
Famille, supporter of
entrepreneurs in the
IÉSEG incubator and
an NLP practitioner,
has managed to find
the balance between
a packed professional
life and a fulfilling
family life. She is passionate about entrepreneurship and parenting
and her mission now
consists of advising
organisations on how to
boost their family policy
and support employees
for happy parents at
home and at work! Her
book La Parentalité en
Entreprise, Expliquée à
mon Boss (Parenting in
business, explained to
my boss) is published in
March by Kawa publishers.

go by, the more I understand what he meant.

how does iéseg prepare its students
to become entrepreneurs of their lives?
The School offers excellent training which combines savoir-faire and
interpersonal skills, theory and practice. The foreign exchanges, the internships
on offer, the diversity of courses, and the wealth of international academic
staff are all elements that push students towards discovering themselves and
opening up to the world. Then it’s up to each one of them to make the most
of their learning and put it into practice in their business and personal lives.

do you have a final message?
Let's stop living as if we were half asleep and really become entrepreneurs
of our lives! This does not necessarily mean setting up your own business,
but designing your own life. It means really knowing yourself and making the
right choices based on your core values and what is really important to you.
Too many people waste their time spending their lives in jobs in which they
don’t flourish. It's a waste. I firmly believe that we all have a vocation, a role
to play in society. So let's dare to take full control of our lives and our careers!

@ More information: t.mayolle@ieseg.fr
https://incubateur.ieseg.fr - https://uneviedefamille.fr
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the network

our graduates are on the move!

births and weddings

These are some of new jobs our graduates have moved into
over the last few months. Congratulations to all of them!

It’s good to share all our graduates’ great moments,
send them to l.noel@ieseg.fr. You’ll get a little
surprise from us!
births
Grande École 2005 - Alexis,
son of Edouard Bouthors
and his companion Claire,
born August 20, 2019.

alix armand (grande école
séverin morice (grande école
2001) has become Mission
Director at In Extenso
Finance & Transmission.

2014) is the new CFO & Enterprise Value at Accenture.

Grande École 2006 - Adélaïde,
daughter of Eugénie Recordon
and Vincent Coene, born
September 14, 2019.
Grande École 2008 & 2006 Léonie, daughter of AnneIsabelle Sainton-Hamant and
Arnaud Sainton,born May 28, 2019.
Grande École 2010 - Augustin,
son of Claire and Jean Ammeux,
born October 31, 2019.
Grande École 2010 - Axel,
son of Charles Dusart,
born November 3, 2019.

marianne fauquette
(grande école 2014)
martine carlu benasich
(grande école 1993) is now

has been appointed Talent
Acquisition Manager at Viseo.

General Manager of the health
insurance provider Intériale.

Grande École 2010 & 2011 Félix, son of Louise Verstraete
and Corentin Claudin,
born July 30, 2019.
Grande École 2012 & 2013 Carmen, daughter of Cerise
Azières and Maxime Prat,
born October 6, 2019.
Grande École 2013 - Olivia,
daughter of Alexandre Da
Cruz and Laura Rodriguez,
born September 1, 2019.

Grande École 2013 - Rose,
daughter of Pierre Caffin
and his companion Emma,
born October 26, 2019.
Grande École 2013 Clément, son of Marion Tiravy
and Fréderic Humbert,
born July 2,2019.
Grande École 2016 Marcus, son of Mylène Dugois
and Thibaut Emler,
born September 15,2019.
Grande École 2016 & 2015 Nathaël, son of Gabrielle
Hurtelle and Quentin Usson,
born August 20,2019.
Grande École 2016 - Emmy,
daughter of Sophie Giard
and Klaud Andrasse,
born September 1,2019.

weddings
Grande École 1992 - Séverine
Mulliez and Benoît Legrand,
June 29, 2019.
Grande École 2013 - JeanneMarie Debatte and Olivier
Pouvreau, June 13, 2020.
Grande École 2014 - Melissa
Fort and Olivier Seroux,
July 13, 2019.

mark your calendars!
adrien carles (grande école
marie gepel (grande école

2014) has become Channel
Manager at GateWatcher.

2003) has been promoted to
Deputy Director BU Data &
Analytics at Epsilon France.

A selection of unmissable IÉSEG Network events in
the coming months. It's quite simple really: there’s
something for everyone! Feel free to contact us and
follow us on social networks for more information.
. 06/02/2020 :

. 17/03/2020 :

Networking, games and
company visit to Stella
Babyfoot at Tourcoing.

IÉSEG Entrepreneur
Prize in Lille.

. 20/02/2020 :
‘Beerology’ evening in Paris.

IÉSEG Alumni Forever
evening in Paris.

IÉSEG Network news between

. 26/02/2020 :

. 11/06/2020 :

two issues of IÉS!, see our

Workshop on Learning and
Developing Together with
co-development in Paris.

Visit of the IÉSEG Village
site in Lille (see p.4).

social media:
follow us!
To ensure you don’t miss any

social media: LinkedIn,
Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram @iesegnetwork
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sébastien peter (grande
école 2000) is Managing
Director of Cooptalis,
the expert in international
professional mobility serving
expatriates and businesses.

. 24/04/2020 :

@ More information: https://ieseg-network.com/events

the network

just the springboard you need

Credit: IÉSEG Network

Credit: Grégory Chris Misandeau

time for change

Who hasn’t dreamed of changing career? Those who took
part in our conference on November 6 will soon be able to
make this dream a reality.

Do you want to change direction and give new impetus
to your career? We have good news for you: AVARAP is offering
you a springboard to go higher and further.

Philippe Gabilliet, Professor at ESCP, social psychologist and author
of L’Art de Changer en 5 Leçons (the art of change in 5 lessons),
answered the essential question - how do you make a change of
career sustainable, beneficial and in keeping with your values and
capabilities? Full of humour and energy, this conference organised
by IÉSEG Network gave a hundred participants the key to asking the
right questions and taking stock before embarking on a change of
direction. Everyone left feeling more confident and with a renewed
enthusiasm to move forward. One of them said: “I liked the speaker’s
values, I recognised myself in his words and it gave me the energy
I needed.” Could now be the time to make that change?

For 30 years, the public body AVARAP has been helping in-work
executives and those in search of a job to put together a career
plan in line with their abilities and preferences. The association,
which has branches in Paris, Bordeaux and Lyon, has just set up
an office in Lille and IÉSEG Network is a partner! Make the most
of this opportunity by joining an AVARAP group and benefit from
its own support method to take part in a skills assessment and
discover your ‘added value’, put together your career plan and
also build up and learn to manage your network! IÉSEG Network
pays 50% of the cost of this support to contributors who follow
the full cycle.
@ More information: e.toucas@ieseg.fr Next information session on 24/02 in Paris.

@ Next meet-up: https://ieseg-network.com/events

the brussels club says “cheeeeeeeese”

Credit: IÉSEG Network

Credit: Barbara Grossmann

the oral exams are coming up...

Remember, it wasn't so long ago, it was you taking them! Have
you ever thought about going over to the other side and becoming a member of the jury for the entrance exams at IÉSEG?

It’s a well-known fact: our Belgian neighbours are not ones to
make a big fuss over cheese. Except when it comes to raclette!
And this was apparent to Brussels Club on December 11.

These oral examinations, which are a very important moment in the
life of the School, will give you a chance to talk to the young candidates
about their career paths and their projects, to meet our teams and
the other jurors and also to help identify those whose profiles,
personalities and motivation match IÉSEG requirements.
Here are the dates for you diary:
. in Lille : Entrance Exams from April 27-30, 2020.
Parallel Admissions on May 28-29, 2020.
. in Paris : Entrance Exams from April 22-25, 2020.
Parallel Admissions on June 3-4, 2020.

Thirteen people (alumni, students and IESEG staff) went along to
this particularly long-awaited reunion. The venue for the occasion
told you all you need to know... Les Fondus de la Raclette, a place
well-suited to conviviality, to chatting and laughter! Club representative Marion Min (Grande École 2010) was delighted with the
success and the atmosphere of this get-together: “This makes us
want to organise even more events like this to further develop
the special bond between the Brussels alumni.” There is no doubt
that the WhatsApp group set up so they can all chat to each other
will make future get-togethers even more likely. Might we see you
next time?

@ Do you want take part?
You will have recently received an email with your username
and password to register on the platform. Closing date is March 31!

@ More information: marion.min.france@gmail.com
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What’s happpening in your life
fe?

New job
b

Moves abroad

Marriages

Movees

Births

Change of car
c eer

Update your pr
p ofile
Any questions? Get in touch - h.benjana@ieseg..fr

